Extending a result of Borodin, et. al. [l], we show that any branching program using linear queries " rhixi: c " to sort n numibers i xpp l **,xn must satisfy the time-space tradeoff relation TS = n(n*) ,
1.
Introduction.
A fundamental problem in low-order computational complexity is the problem of sorting n numbers xp2'""xn l In the standard decision tree model (see Knuth [5] ), it is well known that = n log n comparisons X. : x. are necessary and sufficient in the worst case. This model assumes 13 that all the test information can be retained, but does not address the 2.
Model and Results.
In this section we review the essence of the branching-program model and state the results to be proved in this paper. The readers are referred to [1] [6] for more motivations and discussions of this model.
Let n be a positive integer. We consider programs that compute an output vector for any input vector G = (~,x,,.,.,x,) in some input domain D . A tree program (or, decision tree) 't is a rooted tree with v labelled by a query -I * each internal node of x" and each leaf 9
labelled by an output vector 2 . $ Every edge out of an internal node v is labelled by a possible response to the query at v . For any input L the computation starts at the root, branches and traverses down the tree according to the responses of the queries until a leaf 9 is reached. f (f) = il, f (Z) = i2, . . . . f (x') = il . 5 r2 5
As in tree programs,' the computation for any input x" starts at the source, traverses the graph in a natural way until a leaf is reached. The collection of outputs in the process gives the output vector for x" . The number of components in the output vector ? may depend on x', and, in general, some components fj (') may be unspecified in the output. We only require that the computation halts in a finite number of steps, and * that the outputs are consistent f for any x" in the desired input domain. The time required by 't is the maximum number of queries encountered for any ZeD. The capacity required by 'I is defined to be rm2
by some & D ; we shall regard the capacity as the storage requirement for z .
We now consider the problem of sorting distinct numbers xp*,-,xn VP , where V is the set of vertices of T that can be reached with branching programs and tree programs, In this case, the output 44 vector f(x) is required to be the permutation (G~,o~, l . ., 'So) such that
Let K be any set of queries. A K-branching 2 n program is a branching program that uses queries in K only; a K-tree program is defined similarly. Let Ko denote the set of queries c X.
1
: xj (i f j)) . Borodin, et. al. [1] showed the following interesting result.
Theorem BFKLT [l] . Any Kg-branching program for sorting n distinct numbers in time T and capacity S requires TS = n(n*) .
* f
In the sense that, if a fj(;) has been specified in the outputs more than once, the values must be the same.
In this paper, we extend the above theorem to other query sets.
Let MIN denote the set of queries " Min R = ? ", where R c, {1,2,...,n)
is any subset and Min R = i such that ieR and xi<_x. J for all j e R , 
3.
Guessing Ranks in a Partial Order.
We shall develop some lemmas concerning the accuracy with which one can guess the ranks of elements in a partial order.
We start with some conventions. A partial order P on a set x = (x1,x2,-q is a subset of XxX such that (1) (xiyxi){P for all i , and (2) (xiyxj) F,P and (xjyxk) E P implies CxiY%)" I i.e., it is "transitive". We write xi -CP x. for (xi,xj) E P , or 3 simply xi < x. J when P is clear from the context. Any set I c XxX -of consistent inequalities {x. < x. , x. < x. , . ..I generates a 5 Jl l2 J2
partial order P by taking the closure of I (i.e., adding to I all the inequalities implied by transitivity); we often write P = rxil < xj , xi < xj , ***I if P can be generated by that set 12 2 of inequalities. For any partial order P on X , let N(P) denote the number of linear orders on X that are consistent with P . We shall draw partial order P sideways as in Figure 1 ; an arrow from b to a means a<b in P, and we only draw a subset of arrows whose corresponding inequalities generate P , Let us consider the set g(X) of all n! linear orders on X as a probability space with each linear order assigned equal probability.
Let rank(xi) be the random variable whose value, for each linear order, is equal to the number of x. J less than or equal to xi . Any set of inequalities I (or a partial order P ) induces an event on e(X) , and we shall use the same symbol I (or P ) to denote the corresponding event. For example, Pr{xi < xj 1 P) will stand for Pr{event xi < xj \ event P] ; clearly, Pr{xi < xj \ P) = N(PlJ {xi < xjl)b(P) , We say that Z is more A-selective than W if Zn(AxB) zWn(AxB) and zn (BxA) c Wn (B xA) (see Figure 3) . Intuitively, the elements of A will be "smaller" under Z relative to B than under W . Note that if Z is more A-selective than W , then W is more B-selective than Z.
We need the following result from Graham, Yao, and Yao [4] . Z is more A-selective than W ; note that Zn(AxB) = {a<b,a'<b,a7'<b,a<b1,a1<bt,a"<b1w hile Wn(AxB) = [a<b,a<b') .
Lemma 2. Before proceeding with the proof we introduce some notations involving +J. We regard the expression xi < +03 (or --03 < xi , or -03 < xi < +CO ) as an event which is certain on dx> Y i.e., an event that always occurs. We will also regard xi < +a ( or -al < xi , --co < xi < +03 ) as the "null" inequality when it appears in a set of inequalities. For example, the set of inequalities (or partial order) {XI < x3 , x,j < +43 , -a, < x6 , -03 < 7 < +a0 , -02 < x4 < x8} means exactly the set of inequalities (or partial order) [x, < 3 , x4 < x8) .
Thus, for A = {al,a2,...,at] and B = {bl,b2,...,bm) , we can write I = {al< b2 , 3 < b4 , --a3 < a4 , a5 < +a) c AxB even though the displayed I is not exactly formally a subset of AxB .
By definition a1 < a2 < . . . < at and bl < b2 < . . . < bm under P .
Without loss of generality, we assume that 1 < il < i2 < . . . < ik < t , - +a , to be used throughout the proof of Lemma 2 unless specified otherwise. We can thus further assume that jl<-j, < . . . <_ jk l
We now show that P can be restricted to a standard form. For convenience, let us use the notation a(il, . . ., ik;rly...,rk; P) for
We can assume that P includes a. < b. The validity of the lemma for P' will imply that for P . 51
Reduction 2.
We can assume that P = [al< a2 < .,. < at,bl<b2 < A, <bm, a. < b. , a. < b. , . . . . a. 
For l<R<k, one can show that - 
By definition, 15 ik < t and l<_ j, < m+l , For the moment -assume that ik < t and j, < m+l . Let Ql = {al < a2 < . . . < at, i&-l IQ 1 "k 1 = h(ikYjk ; hm> .
We now claim the inequality,
is true for all 15 ik < t and 15 j, < m+l . = h(ikYjk; hrn) .
Formula (5) follows by observing that h(ik,jk;ik,m) = h(ik,jk;ik,jk) when j, = mtl (see Figure 7) . h(ik,jk; ikym) = h(ikyjk; ikYjk) when jk = m+l 3 as the former is the probability of bm < ai in (a) k and the latter is the probability of bm < ai From the definition of h , we obtain h(ikY jk ; ik, jk) = ik = .
'kfJk
Formula (7) is the purpose of this digression; note that it fs valid for all permissible values of the i Is, j 's, t , and m ,
We now return to formulas (2) and (3), and continue the proof of Lemma 2.
From (*>, (3)~a nd (7), we obtain (noting that in (3), jQ+l = 1 implies jJ = 1 ) . .
for l<l<k .
--
Substituting ( (rak(aie) = ra) 1 PA AAA hg
Lemma 3 follows, as
Proof of Theorem 1.
The -proof follows the same general outline as the corresponding -proof in Dl, aside from stylistic changes. The main modification is in the use of more sophisticated results on partial orders developed in Section 3.
We begin by discussing a property of general MID-programs. Let n>O and l<k, no < n be integers, 7 be a MIN-branching program -of time t > 0 . Clearly, the output for any input vector (xl,x2,...,xn) depends only on the permutation and not the actual values. From now on, in this section, we only consider inputs (y,x2,...,xn) that are permutations of (1,2,...,n) . Let us say an input permutation to be by)) -respected by 't , if all the output -pairs (r pip) are correct Lemma 4.
Proof. The lemma is trivially true when t+k > n . We shall, therefore, -assume t+k < n .
Because of Proposition 3 in Section 2, we can assume that 'I is a MIN-tree program of time t . For each leaf $ that can be reached by some input, let P JI be the partial order at $ that represents all the information gathered along the path from the root to $ . Then P is Jr generated by a collection of inequalities {x1 < x i j for j eRi-{Pi], l<_ i 5 tJI] , where min Ri = li is the response to the i-th query on the path and t $ is the distance of $ from the root. Clearly t < t . $-Let zp be the set of reachable leaves JI for which there are at least k output pairs (re,ir) with all rQ distinct and greater than no . 
Without loss of generality, we also assume that S < n/20 , as TS = n(n2) otherwise.
which will imply the theorem by the following argument. From (10) and the definition of g , we have S(T/t) 2 (n-no)g/(g+l) , implying ST = n(n2) and hence the theorem.
It remains to prove (10). We assume that S < [(n-no ,/ k+l) -I and will show that it leads to a contradiction. We now use formula (12) in (13) to obtain w 5 -nB16j+ll -' -I L + 1'21 p I'j+ll -'V < 0 .
6.
Concluding Remarks.
In this paper we have extended the time-space tradeoff result of Borodin, et. al. [l] to programs using linear queries. It is perhaps worth noting that a major step in the proof is to show lower bounds for programs with MIN-queries. This is a smewhat unexpected technique, as the MIN-queries look too powerful to be used for lower bound proofs Acknowledgement. I wish to thank Nancy Qynch for critical comments on an earlier draft.
